EnergyNotes
FOR YOUR BUSINESS

Get personalized energy advice
Working together, we can help your business find new ways to save. Schedule a free Business Energy Evaluation
and save up to $500 a year on your energy bill. It’s easy to save with the help of one of our energy experts, who
will visit your business, evaluate your energy use and deliver a customized report with energy-saving solutions.
FPL.com/BizEasyToSave

Energy Answers

Q
A

 y business has a lot of electronic equipment
M
that needs to remain “on” or running all the time.
What’s the best temperature setting?
 hile technology has evolved over the years, it’s
W
always best to check with the product manufacturer
to see what they recommend for operating conditions.
Read the full answer at:

FPL.com/bizanswers
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Get the 411
to grow your
business
Celebrating Electric Vehicles
Electric vehicles (EVs) are cleaner and more affordable than gas-powered
cars and are equipped with the latest technology. Join us as we celebrate
National Drive Electric Week, Sept. 10-18. Learn more: FPL.com/EV

Preventing
lightning from
zapping your
service

Unlock local demographics and
spending trends in just minutes by
using your Small Business Tool. Learn
how: FPL.com/businesstool

How we
measure up
At FPL, we use mostly U.S.produced clean fuel sources to
generate the energy you use
to power your business
Natural Gas
68.3%

Lightning is a major cause of
power outages and flickers.
See what we’re doing about
it and get tips to protect your
business. Learn more:
FPL.com/LightningLab

FPL
fuel mix
& purchased
power

Coal
3.4%
Oil
<1%

Solar
<1%
Purchased Power
5.6%

Protect yourself from scams
If you download a mobile app claiming to be FPL that
requires you to provide personal information, do not
enter your account information and delete the app
immediately. Read more: FPL.com/protect

Storm charge adjustment
A routine adjustment to the storm charge portion of your bill takes effect
this month. Adjusted up and down periodically during the year with Florida
Public Service Commission approval, this charge helps pay for previous
hurricane restoration costs and replenish the reserve for future storms.
Effective September 1, the storm charge rate will decrease to $1.56 per
1,500 kWh for small, non-demand business customers. View information
about your rates: FPL.com/rates

Sources of electricity generation for the
12 months that ended on June 30, 2016

See how we compare to the
rest of the nation.

Natural Gas
33%

Coal
33%
U.S.

fuel mix
& purchased
power

Nuclear
20%
Other
12%
Solar
<1%

Oil
1%

Major energy sources and percent share of
total U.S. electricity generation in 2015

Connect with us
FPL Energy Notes is published by
Florida Power & Light Company
P.O. Box 14000, Juno Beach, FL 33408
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